
STRATA OR SELF-MANAGEMENT - ONE 

OWNERS CORPORATION’S EXPERIENCE 

BACKGROUND 

Ours is a B-class 59-townhouse development, with an Executive Committee of 
four. 

In 2009, the committee became concerned at the escalating strata 

management costs, especially in light of the imposition of ‘cost recovery’ fees. 

ACTION BY THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 

(1) First, the committee tabulated costs for the past five years so 

that the increases could be considered in their actuality rather 

than as a perception. 

 

(2) Secondly, proposals were obtained from two other strata 

management firms in Canberra to determine how competitive 

our current provider’s fees were. 

A glance at page 873 of the 2012/13 Yellow Pages will show that Canberra is 
not exactly inundated with strata management firms. We tabulated the 

different charges for ease of comparison: 
 

Item Current 

provider 

2009/10 

Firm 1 Firm 2 

 
$ - EXclusive of GST 

Accounting Service Provision 
(Income Tax Return): 

Current provider - $x 
Firm 1 - $x 
Firm 2 - $x 

   

Bank Charges: 
Current provider - $x 
Firm 1 - $x 
Firm 2 - $x 

   

BAS Preparation: 
as above 

   

IT Charges: 
as above 

   

Management Fee: 
as above 

   

Photocopying and Printing: 
as above 

   

Postage: 
as above 

   

Stationery: 
as above 

   

Telephone: 
as above 

   

Storage of BC Documents: 
as above 

   

Strata Management – Total: 
   

Automatic contractual annual increase – x%. 



 
 

(3) The committee considered whether there might be a workable 

alternative to the use of a strata management firm. 

 

We identified, broadly, nine separate services which are provided by a strata 
manager: 

(a) Administration of annual general and other general meetings; 

(b) Chairmanship of above meetings; 

(c) Advice on the Unit Titles Act; 

(d) Legals; 

(e) Insurance; 

(f) Liaison/correspondence with owners, tenants, agents, contractors, 

providers; 

(g) Maintenance of contact list of owners; 

(h) Storage of body corporate documents; and 

(i) Financial management. 

(a) Administration of annual general and other general meetings 

We did not see these tasks as especially onerous, AGMs occurring annually 
and general meetings rarely. Input from the committee will always  be 

required insofar as it liaises with the strata manager regarding, for example, 
the date and the items to be placed on the agenda. 

We believed it was not unreasonable to assume that an Executive Committee 

would be prepared to compile an agenda and minutes, print and arrange their 
distribution, usually only once a year. 

(b) Chairmanship of above meetings 

For the past several years, the nominated chairman had passed this task to 
the strata manager. While we did not underestimate his/her expertise, we did 
not see that the role could not be undertaken competently by a member of the 
Executive Committee - or indeed any eligible owner nominated. 

(c) Advice on the Unit Titles Act 

This is a service which the Executive Committee did find useful, but it was 
noted that its usefulness is confined always to the competence/expertise of 
the strata manager. 

It was accepted that advice could be sought from the Owners Corporation 
Network or, if necessary, clarification from a legal firm. 

 

To summarise: 

In light of the above, the committee took the view that owners must accept 
that the fees involved in using a strata management firm now represented a 
more significant cost item than they had done previously. 

 

Accordingly, the committee set about looking at the strata management 
concept afresh. 



(d) Legals 

Having obtained the format for Section 75 notices, we saw that we could easily 
prepare these ourselves, adding $88 for each notice to owners corporation 

coffers. 

The majority of disputes involving an owners corporation are adjudicated by 

the ACT Civil & Administrative Tribunal (ACAT). 

We did not see that there was any difference between the committee’s 
preparing a submission to ACAT, or instructing a legal firm, and briefing the 

strata manager to do so. 

(e) Insurance 

Apart from paying the annual premium (on which our strata manager took a 
commission), there is the issue of dealing with insurance claims. Our strata 

manager had staff dedicated to accepting claims and liaising with insurance 
companies. 

We learned that it was not possible to avoid paying the commission (no 

comment!). Moreover, the committee was not informed of the lodging of any 
claim. 

We believed that, to ensure all claims were valid, owners could first approach a 
member of the Executive Committee who would inspect the damage. The 
claim form would be submitted to the committee for vetting; the committee in 

turn would forward the claim to the insurer. 

 
(f) Liaison/correspondence with owners, tenants, agents, 

contractors, providers 

Here, again, a strata manager acts only as and when instructed by the 

Executive Committee. A committee member may as well expend the time 
taken to email an instruction to a strata manager to contacting the individual/s 
concerned direct. 

A service covered under our strata management fee was to contact various 
contractors – again, under instruction from the committee – to obtain quotes 

for, say, maintenance works. The Executive Committee, with its list of ‘tried 
and true’ contractors, did not avail itself of this service; indeed, it is 
considerably more efficient for the committee to deal with contractors direct. 

(g) Maintenance of contact list of owners 

This would be a simple matter for the Executive Committee to administer. 
Owners could be requested to update their contact details as deemed 
necessary. 

(h) Storage of body corporate documents 

Our strata manager regarded files up to two years old as ‘current’, and kept 
these on hand; the preceding 3-4 years were archived. We were informed 
that one 4-drawer filing cabinet each for the current and archived files would 
suffice to house all files. 



 

 

(i) Financial management 

This is the big one. Let there be no mistake: financial management is far 

and away the most important service a strata management firm provides. 

As was the case with insurance matters, our strata manager had designated 
staff dealing exclusively with finances. 

The committee believed that financial management cannot and should not be 
handled other than professionally. 

On recommendation, we contacted an Accountant who expressed his 
willingness in principle to administer our insurance and financial affairs at a 
most reasonable fee. 

 
(4) The committee identified the pros and cons of terminating our 

strata management contract. 

Advantages 

 The effective halving of our management costs, enabling the savings to be 
directed towards maintaining the complex rather than being spent on 
administration; and

 Tailor-made financial reports, rather than having a ‘one size fits all’ imposed.

Disadvantages 

 Some additional work for the Executive Committee;

 The housing of files on the premises of a member of the committee; and

 A modest increase in legal costs.

 

To summarise: 

In the case of items (d) and (f), a strata manager acts essentially as a ‘middle 
man’. It is no more time-consuming for the Executive Committee to deal with 
these two items itself than it is with a strata manager in place. 

 
We estimated that items (a), (b), (c), (e), (g) and (h) and could also be handled 
by the Executive Committee without adding too greatly to its workload, and 

without making the workload such that owners will in the future be 

deterred from volunteering for service on the committee. 

The stumbling block was item (i) - Financial management. 

 

To summarise: 

The Executive Committee was of the view that the pluses of having our own 
Accountant, along with the savings which would accrue, far outweighed the 
minuses. 

 

We recommended that owners vote IN FAVOUR of the appropriate motions, 
which were passed with only one vote in the negative. 
 



 

TWO YEARS LATER ….. 

Insurance 

We have had the good fortune of being referred to an excellent insurance 
broker, who annually negotiates on our behalf the best possible deal, and who 

receives claims and deals direct with the insurance company. Moreover, we 
know not only that a claim has been made, but that its detail is accurate. 

Storage of body corporate documents 

We found that one 4-drawer filing cabinet suffices to house all files kept on the 
premises of the Secretary/Treasurer - who admits that, while it’s a bore having 
the 4-drawer filing cabinet in the garage, it’s a small price to pay for access to 

files and the savings which accrue from self-management. 

Financial management 

Our first appointment of an Accountant was not successful. However, we now 
have the services of a most competent bookkeeper who has links with a firm of 
chartered accountants. 

Using MYOB, our bookkeeper pays all accounts, issues quarterly levy notices, 
provides quarterly and annual statements of account, and refers BAS and 

annual tax returns to the chartered accountants. The role of Treasurer is thus 
minimal. We pay a most reasonable fee for this service. 

The only other management fees remaining for the owners corporation are 
Bank Charges, Postage, Photocopying, Printing and Stationery. 

Overall 

We believe that, even if a strata management firm is employed, it rests 
squarely on the shoulders of the Executive Committee whether or not an 
owners corporation is effective. 

The Secretary asserts that the workload has not increased significantly and 
that a greater degree of efficiency has been achieved. 

Our administration/management fees have halved. 

We would not revert to using a strata management firm unless there was 
absolutely no other choice! 

 

16 May 2012 


